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Abstract
Nowadays most people lack their self-control, which can result in sadness, stress corruption, even murder and suicide. The purpose of writing this paper is to find out Muhammad Iqbal's theory of khudi. By descriptive analysis method, this paper concludes that: First, Muhammad Iqbal's theory of khudi as a strengthening of spirituality in Islamic psychology. Second, khudi is defined as soul, individual, and personality. Third, the factors to strengthen khudi include: love, faqr, toleration, courage, and action. Fourth, the three main stages to strengthen the spirituality of khudi include: obedience to Allah's law, self-control, and Caliphate. Fifth, Insan Kamil is a form of realization of the value of spirituality in khudi as an understanding of human nature as a servant of Allah to become the Caliph of Allah on earth.
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Abstrak
nilai spiritualitas dalam khudi sebagai pemahaman hakikat manusia sebagai hamba Allah hingga menjadi Khalifah Allah di muka bumi.

**Kata Kunci:** Manusia, Pribadi, Khudi, Spiritual, Psikologi

**Introduction**

In this modern era, most humans are faced with various life problems, such as difficulty, stress and anxiety.¹ Up to 86% of millennials feel anxiety, dissatisfaction, loneliness, and depression.² The impact is caused by the loss of self-control over various circumstances that attack physically³ and mentally,⁴ and this is due the loss of the divine dimension and religion.⁵ One strategy for resolving problems is visiting a psychologist.⁶ Modern psychologists strive for the best counseling for patients for the recovery of mental problems suffered. Modern psychologists are able to mobilize all the potential of patients to strengthen themselves. For this reason, it is undeniable that modern psychology has explained human reality. No wonder, if the self-theory of modern psychologists hegemonizes all psychological studies in various countries.⁷

---

⁷ Arroisi, 325.
However, many psychologists are unable to resolve issues because the psychologists only overcome the aspects of jismiyah as physical-biological organs such as thoughts, sentiments, volition, freedom, and emotions. This failure was caused by the strategy and methods applied. The methods contemporary psychologists skip over the nafs, which is the true source of human suffering. The methods of mental treatment developed by Western psychologists will lead to a misunderstanding of human nature.

As far as previous searches related to the study of Theory Khudi and Spiritual Development on Iqbal’s Perspective are relevant. First journal entitled “Reconstructing the Muslim Self: Muhammad Iqbal, Khudi, and the Modern Self”, by Hasan Azad. This article examines Iqbal’s ideas of the self for investigating how Iqbal’s approach to the Muslim self. Second, entitled “Tarbiyat-e-Khudi: A Model of Self-Development from Poems of Muhammad Iqbal in Asrar-i-Khudi”, by Fahad khan and Kainat Malik. This paper will focus on Iqbal’s theosophical assertions on development of the self. Iqbal proposed a three-stage development process: Obedience (Ita’at), Self-Control (Zabt-e-Nafs), and Divine Vicegerency (Neyabat-e-Ilaahi). These two articles only discuss the

---


concept of khudi as self-development in general. So, they are very different from the studies in this article.

The purpose of writing this paper is to find out Muhammad Iqbal's theory of khudi as a strengthening of spirituality in Islamic psychology. There are three main stages to strengthen the spirituality of khudi such as, obedience to Allah's law, self-control, and Caliphate. So, Insan Kamil is the realization of the value of spirituality in khudi as an understanding of human nature as a servant of Allah to become the Caliph of Allah on earth.

This research supports theory khudi's Muhammad Iqbal, relevant for handling the contemporary psychological issues. Iqbal claims that the unpredictability and volatility of modern life are the main causes of human discontent. Iqbal wrote in his book "The Reconstruction of Religious Thought in Islam" that humans require spiritual principles to restore the equilibrium of human life. He said:

"Humanity needs three things today—a spiritual interpretation of universe, spiritual emancipation of the individual, and basic principles of a universal import directing the evolution of human society on a spiritual basis."  

Khudi plays an important role in strengthening human spirituality, with khudi the attributes of God are able to absorb and be reflected in humans. According Iqbal “The Greater His Distance From God, The Less Is His Individuality. He Who Comes Nearest to God Is the Complete Person." In order khudi's spirituality is to

---

develop the value of spirituality in the human soul with the purpose of discovering human existence and becoming a more distinct person.  

Discussion

The Meaning of Soul

In Islam, the soul termed as *nafs*, *nafs* in Arabic has two meanings, namely *nafs* in the sense of life and *nafs* which implies the whole of something and essentially refers to the person. Every human being has two *nafs*, namely the *nafs* of reason and the *nafs* of the spirit. The loss of the *nafs* of reason makes humans unable to think but still live, while the loss of the *nafs* of the spirit causes the loss of life. In English *nafs* is defined as soul or spirit.

*Nafs* in the Quran mentioned 298 times in 270 verses. The word *naf* in the Quran has various derivations such as, *nafasa*, *anfus*, *nufūs*, *tanāfus*, *tanfus*, *yunāfisu*, *mutanāfis*. The word *nafs* in *mufrad* is mentioned 140 times. In *jama’ nufus* is mentioned 2 times while the *jama' anfis* is mentioned 153 times. The word *tanaffasa*, *yatanafasu*, *mutanāfis*, each is mentioned once in the Quran.

From various interpretations of the word *nafs*, the word *nafs* has several various meanings including, *nafs* means self or person, *nafs* means God's self, *nafs* means person, spirit, soul, and means the side to human behaviours.

The meaning of terms *nafs* refers to several views of Muslim philosophers and scholars as, al-Kindi, and Ibn Sina. Al-Kindi defines *nafs* as initial perfection, for al-Kindi *nafs* as the essence of man. The substance of *nafs* comes from the substance of God for that, *nafs* for al-Kindi is divine and spiritual, *nafs* is different from

---

jism and even contradicts it.\textsuperscript{21} Nafs is eternal and not destroyed like the destruction of the jism.\textsuperscript{22} Al-Kindi divided the forces of the nafs into three types (الشهوابية القوة) the power of lust centered in the stomach (الغضبية القوة) the power of anger centered in the chest (العقلية القوة) is centered in the brain.\textsuperscript{23}

According to Ibn Sina nafs it is same as rub.\textsuperscript{24} Nafs according Ibn Sina as stated by al-Kindi’s perspective, he argues that nafs is the initial perfection for the physical. With the existence of nafs making the human organism real and perfect person. The essence of Nafs is different from jism.\textsuperscript{25} This is because jism is changeable.\textsuperscript{26} Thus, the soul is not a body. However, it is a substance that stands alone ( janbar qaimun bi dzatih).\textsuperscript{27} Ibn Sina divided the soul into three parts such as, Natural soul, animal soul, and human soul.\textsuperscript{28}

Al-Kindi and Ibn Sina believed that the Soul was the first stage of the physical's completion. 'Initial perfection for the natural body' refers to the idea that man is believed to be flawless once he develops into an acting being This is so because the natural body's initial perfection, rather than the material body's, is the soul. The definition of "mechanistic" then refers to the way the body uses its many limbs as instruments to carry out its varied tasks. While

\textsuperscript{25} Ibn Sina, Asy- Syndrome; Ath-Thabirayyat, an-Nafs (Kairo: Haiah Mishriyah al-‘Ammah lil Kitabah, n.d.), 163.
\textsuperscript{26} and Iqbal, “Kajian Kritis Terhadap Pemikiran Tentang Jiwa (Al-Nafs) Dalam Filsafat Islam,” 173.
\textsuperscript{27} Arroisi and Rahmat Ardi Nur Rifa Da’i, “Psikologi Islam Ibnu Sina (Studi Analisis Kritis Tentang Konsep Jiwa Perspektif Ibnu Sina),” 201.
"having an energetic life" refers to a person who is ready for life and ready to accept the soul. 29

Nafs according to Muhammad Iqbal is not a dualistic essence, for him nafs and jism are two things that are not separate. Iqbal said: "O you who say the body is the responsibility of the spirit. Reflect on the secret of the spirit in the body. No, the body is not the responsibility of the spirit, it is part of the affairs of the spirit. Calling it the responsibility of the spirit is a mistake." 30 From this explanation it can be understood that nafs and jism are one, but nafs is the root of the jism. 31

Contrasting this idea, Greek philosophers such as Aristotle defined nafs by "the soul as something that is responsible specifically for mental or psychological function". 32 According to his definition nafs as everything that controls how the body works and strives to calm the body on thought and activity. 33 For Aristotle the soul is the core of the body, 34 without the soul life would not be perfect. 35 Therefore, he considered the soul as the initial perfection for the natural body or natural physique whose principle of action is dynamic and the second perfection is related to the human senses. 36

This is what differentiates Muslim philosophers apart from Greek philosophers, who exclusively study from the physical and empirical perspectives and don't care about ukhrawi perspectives; instead, they concentrate on what the senses can see. While Muslim

30 k G Saiyidain, Iqbal’s Educational Philosophy (Lahore: Bengal Art Press, 1945), 65.
32 Aristoteles, On the Soul Book 1 Translated by J.A Smith Ebooks (South Australia: University of Adelaide Library, 2007), 85.
36 278.
thinkers like Ibn Sina studied more deeply and completely from both the physical and spiritual perspectives.

As a result of the meanings attached to words and phrases, it may be said that the human spirit prefers to conduct positive things rather than bad ones. In order to realize his full potential as a human, a person must constantly work to preserve his good-inclined, which is manifested as a khalifah and 'abd by always increasing the value of spirituality in the human soul.

**Soul and Spirituality Strengthening**

The value of spirituality creates the meaning and purpose of life. Than, spirituality has a positive role for individual's psychological in managing emotional anxiety, solving problems, and social concern. Individuals with a high level of spirituality will protected from negative actions such as suicide, divorce, drug abuse, physical illness, and depression.37

Nafs related to the dimension of spirituality. The three main parts of the nafs such as, al-Nafs al-Lawwamah, is the nafs dominated by reason. Ammarah, is the nafs dominated by lust. Muthmainnah, is the nafs dominated by qolb.38 Allah has created the nafs in a perfect state, this perfection encourages humans to do goodness.39 Therefore, nafs need the value of spirituality to improve the personality habits. The dimension of spirituality implements in changing human behavior socially and individually.40

Therefore, it is necessary to have the role of spiritual psychology that discusses the theories strengthening of human

---

38 Khalifah Septiani, “pengembangan konsep insan kamil muhammad iqbal dan relevansinya dalam pendidikan islam” (Lampung, Universitas Islam Negeri Raden Intan Lampung, 2021), 290.
behavior with spiritual aspects. For this reason, it is necessary to strengthen the *nafs*, the *nafs* strengthening model in Islamic psychology can be taken with a psycho-Sufistic approach. The first stage, known as the *takballi* stage, this stage to eliminate sin, and all despicable traits. This stage is self-improvement, which is to try to do things goodness and useful things in accordance with the *Sharia*. The second stage is known as the *taball†i* stage or the mujahadah stage. At this stage, to improve good traits, followed by the process of habituation in the goodness. The soul has been cleared of despicable traits and sin, then adorns his soul with good things or *mahmudah* traits. This stage must be encouraged by *riyadah al-nafs* such as, *musyarathah*, *muroqobah*, *muhasabah*, *mujabahah*, *muraqabah*, dan *mukasyafah*. The third stage, the stage of feeling (*al-mudżiqat*). At this stage a servant does not just carry out the commands of his Creator and stay away from His prohibitions, but feels delicacy, closeness, longing and even together (*ma‘iyab*) with Him. This stage is also called *tajalli*. *Tajalli* is the appearance of the attributes of Allah after the disappearance of bad qualities. This stage is characterized by spiritual religion aims to improve personal quality through *riyadhoh* and mujahadah by struggling and practicing to cleanse themselves from the restraints of lust, and controlling the desires of their lust.

As practiced by Sufis Abu Yazid al-Bustami, he provides mujahadah *al-nafs* an effort to cleanse the self-become a healthy person. *Mujabahadah al-nafs* begins with *mārifat al-nafs*, people who have known their souls, they actually have a strong ability. To fortify his freedom of action, al-Bustami strives to present God in life to

---

43 Cholid, 72.
45 Mujib, 58.
46 Cholid, “Konsep Kepribadian Al-Ghozali Untuk Mencapai Hasil Konseling yang Maksimal,” 73.

While, Bediuzzaman Said Nursi offers the concept of strengthening the soul based on religiousity.\textsuperscript{49} In Risalah al-Nur, he divides the concept of strengthening the soul into four parts such as, \textit{al-'ajz} is a sense of inferiority to God, \textit{al-Faqr} is the recognition of having nothing to God and a sense of need with God, \textit{al-Syafaqah} is a sense of longing for God and always expecting God's affection, \textit{al-Tafakur} is self-contemplation or meditation.\textsuperscript{50} It can be concluded, the steps offered by Said Nursi is the process of strengthening the nafs to improving the quality of faith. By improving the quality of faith changes life, and keep the nafs from various of diseases.\textsuperscript{51}

To increase the potential of human soul, \textit{khudi} plays an important role in strengthening human potential and spirituality, with \textit{khudi} the attributes of God are able to absorb and be reflected in humans. The greater his distance from God, the less his individuality. He who comes nearest to God is the completest person. The self-strengthening build the value of spirituality in the human soul with the aim of finding human existens.

\textsuperscript{47} Arroisi, “Spiritual Healing dalam Tradisi Sufi,” 337.
\textsuperscript{48} Arroisi, 341–43.
\textsuperscript{50} Jarman Arroisi and Manzilatul Fadhilah, “Konsep Pengembangan Kepribadian Dan Spiritualitas Dalam” 21, no. 2 (2022): 399.
Definition of khudi

The concept of khudi is the basic concept of Muhammad Iqbal's philosophy, he explains that khudi is the core of life.\(^{52}\) This concept is discussed in his work, written in Persian of Asrari Khudi.\(^ {53}\) Iqbal's khudi philosophy is both a critique and a correction of attitudes that pay little attention to the importance of the self.\(^ {54}\) First, the attitude of indifference to the self that wants to immerse itself in God and only set aside the life of the world. Second, the attitude that does not attach importance to the value of selfhood only glorifies the material alone. This attitude only demeans the value of humanity.\(^ {55}\) Iqbal strengthened the human self with the Khudi in order to prevent a fall from human nature. Because man has a lot of potential for becoming reality.

According to Iqbal every individual has their own khudi.\(^ {56}\) This is because khudi has the power to strengthen spirituality. Khudi can move an individual to instill the nature of divinity in him.\(^ {57}\) With khudi humans become more unique and better understand their nature. Human khudi contains the power or energy to develop a self that is intact and does not merge with other individuals.\(^ {58}\)

\(^{52}\) Rusdin Rusdin, “Insan Kamil Dalam Perspektif Muhammad Iqbal,” *Rausyan Fikir: Jurnal Studi Ilmu Usuluddin dan Filsafat* 12, no. 2 (February 5, 2018): 259, https://doi.org/10.24239/rsy.v12i2.84.


\(^{54}\) Iqbal, *The Reconstruction of Religious Thought in Islam*, 106.


\(^{56}\) aksan And Phil, “Konsep Ego Pandangan Iqbal Tentang Manusia,” 2.


\(^{58}\) aksan And Phil, “Konsep Ego Pandangan Iqbal Tentang Manusia,” 13.
Khudi is defined as soul, individual, and personality\(^{59}\) also defined as “ruh”.\(^{60}\) Khudi according to Muhammad Iqbal is a conscious individual “Only that truly exists which can say ‘I am’”.\(^{61}\) As a conscious individual, the khudi can create a special unity that unites mental states into a complex unity called the mind. The khudi’s thoughts are not bound by time and space. So the khudi has the flexibility with his thought process that relates to the present and the future. The khudi mind system produces the ability of perception, judgment, and the will to deal with the invasion of tension from the environment into the khudi.\(^{62}\) Thus the khudi is not something that is rigid but something that is free. The freedom of the mind to act is the responsibility of the individual. For Iqbal, all pleasures, sufferings, and desires belong to man and not to God. For this reason, humans cannot just take the name of God for all their good and bad deeds.\(^{63}\)

So, according to Iqbal, khudi holds the power or energy that never stops seeking to manifest itself. For this reason, humans are endowed with freedom and free will that develop into a personality. An accumulation of tension that results of action, to develop potential and reach the highest quality of God-created beings. Khudi’s power resides in the process of self-strengthening. Khudi, which has the ability to standardize a person and impart the character of divinity in him, therefore khudi plays a significant role in fostering human individuality.

**Strengthening of Khudi**

According Muhammad Iqbal, personality strengthening cannot be separated from aspects of religious and God. Because humans have great potential, and humans are able to develop themselves to achieve the highest quality to other creatures of God. Khudi is the core of the entire organization of human life.\(^{64}\) For this

---


\(^{62}\) Iqbal, 109–11.

\(^{63}\) aksan And Phil, “Konsep Ego Pandangan Iqbal Tentang Manusia,” 6.

reason, \textit{khudi} plays an important role in strengthening human individuality.\textsuperscript{65}

To maintain the potential of \textit{khudi} Muhammad Iqbal offers several things to strengthen and of \textit{khudi} such as: Love, \textit{Faqr}, Tolerance, Courage and action as depicted in the diagram below followed by an explanation of the relationship and function of \textit{khudi}:

\begin{center}
\textbf{Picture 1.1 The Actualization on Strengthening of Khudi}
\end{center}

Based on the diagram above, Muhammad Iqbal provides several actualizations on strengthening \textit{khud\=\=i} such as: First, love. For Iqbal, \textit{khud\=\=i} is fortified by love, means that love able to strengthen \textit{khud\=\=i}. He said:

“This word is used in a very wide sense and means the desire to assimilate, to absorb. Its highest form is the creation of values and ideals and the endeavor to realize them. Love individualizes the lover as well as the beloved. The effort to realize the most unique individuality individualizes the seeker and implies individuality of the sought, for nothing else would satisfy the nature of the seeker.”\textsuperscript{66}

The statement above explains that with love, \textit{khudi} will find the absolute ego (God), because the potential faith of person depends on the level of greatness his love to God. With love, man

\textsuperscript{65} Khamsa Qasim, “The Concept of Khudi (The Self) in Iqbal’s The Secrets of the Self,” 205.

\textsuperscript{66} Iqbal, \textit{The Secrets of the Self Translation} by Reynold A. Nicholson, 5.
able to actualize himself with God and understand all the implications realities of life.\textsuperscript{67} He said:

\begin{quote}
“The luminous point whose name is the self, is the life — spark beneath our dust. By love it is made more lasting, more living, more burning, more glowing. From love proceeds the radiance of its being, and the development of its unknown possibilities. Its nature gathers fire from love, Love instructs it to illumine the world.”\textsuperscript{68}
\end{quote}

Second, \textit{faqr}. \textit{Faqr} has an important role in strengthening \textit{khudi}\textsuperscript{69} to save humans from slave’s worldly pleasures.\textsuperscript{70} \textit{Faqr} rejects pseudo-mysticism, and able to conquers the material world. He said:

\begin{quote}
“The withdrawal from the world of matter is not the end of true renunciation; it means the conquest of the earth and the heavens; I wash my hands of the ascetics \textit{faqr}, which is not but poverty and grieving. The nation that has lost the wealth of Taimur’s courage; can neither cultivate \textit{faqr} nor win an empire.”\textsuperscript{71}
\end{quote}

Third, tolerance. For Iqbal, tolerance of behaviours is an intellectual representation.\textsuperscript{72} He said:

\begin{quote}
“\textit{Iqbal}'s tolerance is born of strength, not of weakness, it is the tolerance of man of strong faith who has fervently cherished convictions his own, but, on that very account, realizes that respect is due to those of others.”\textsuperscript{73}
\end{quote}

\textsuperscript{68} Iqbal, \textit{The Secrets of the Self Translation by Reynold A. Nicholson}, 16.
\textsuperscript{69} Saiyidain, \textit{Iqbal’s Educational Philosophy}, 181.
\textsuperscript{71} Saiyidain, \textit{Iqbal’s Educational Philosophy}, 179.
\textsuperscript{72} Ghodratollahi, “The Doctrine of Khudi In Iqbl Is Philosophical Thought,” 76.
\textsuperscript{73} Saiyidain, \textit{Iqbal’s Educational Philosophy}, 174–75.
Fourth courage, courage is essential for strengthening *khudi* by losing the things that cause weakness of *khudi*. The courage actualized in the concept of *tawhid* by rejection of everything except Allah Ta’ala. He said:

“Courage can be cultivated as an attribute of character by making Tawhid (Monotheism) an active working principle of conduct which, according to Iqbal, impels a rejection of all fears except the fear of God, a surrender of our will and purposes to His increasing purpose, and an attitude of manly defiance towards all other powers which may threaten to arrest our free development and the exercise of our legitimate human rights.”

Fifth, Action. Iqbal emphasized the importance of activity and creativity in life. In fact, creativity comes through Action and without creativity there can be no progress. He said:

“How aptly did Sikandar remark to Khizr: Participated actively in the struggle of life! You watch the battle from the edge of the battle-field: Dve in the thrck of the fight and gain everlasting life”

The quality of *khudi* depends on the level of love. The stronger of love, the stronger of khudi. Prophet Muhammad as the ideal character to elevate themselves and find the love of God. Love for God can be found in love for the Prophet, and love for the Prophet leads to love for God.
Khudi’s Spirituality Strengthening

The spirituality of khudi can be strengthened by creating the attributes of God. Accordance with Iqbal’s quote "Takhallaqú bi-akhláq Allah." The realization of the attributes of God to reinforcement, and guides for all principles of life behavior. This aims to strengthen the spiritual of soul and accordance in human fitrah. To reach the perfection of khudi Iqbal offers three main stages such as: obedience, self-control, and khalifah. As depicted in the diagram below:

Picture 1.2 The Acutalization on Khudi’s Spirituality Strengthening

---


80 Abdul Razak, “Iqbal’s Ego Philosophy and Its Importance in Awakening Man’s Spirituality Falsafah Ego Iqbal Dan Kepentingannya Dalam Kebangkitan Kerohanian Manusia,” 152–53.


The diagram above explains about the three stages to strengthen the spirituality of *khudā*. To understand the explanation of the interrelationship the author will explain in the analysis below. First, Obedience to God's law, in the poem “the secret of the self” instructs humans to obey the obligations of all the rules God. Obedience can be interpreted as human attitudes and behavior in trust, acceptance, and willingness to carry out requests or carry out rules that have been set. In this stage individuals need to do soul training by doing *akhlaq al-karimah*. This exercise is a human effort to build spirituality in his. By carrying out obligations, they are able to control themselves from negative impulses.

Second, self-control, in the Quran is described *Jihad an-Nafs*. Human’s needed Self-control, because in the human soul there are innate traits such as arrogance, stubbornness, and selfishness. Person who has control over his lusts, will free from selfishness and greed. Establish himself with *taqwa* as a faith, fear, and devotion to Allah. *Taqwa* to Allah is realized by the pillars of Islam such as, *Shahadah*, prayer, fasting, *zakat*, and *hajj*.

---

84 Iqbal, 32 So Wilt Thou Enjoy The Best Dwelling-Place, Which Is With God. Endeavour To Obey, O Heedless One! Liberty Is The Fruit Of Compulsion.
85 Sarmad Asim, Dr. Aasia Nusrat, and Dr. Sardaraz Khan, “A Comparative Study of Walt Whitman and Dr. Allama Muhammad Iqbal on ‘SELF’,” 180.
90 Iqbal, 33 Thy Soul Cares Only For Itself, Like The Camel.
91 Sarmad Asim, Dr. Aasia Nusrat, and Dr. Sardaraz Khan, “A Comparative Study of Walt Whitman and Dr. Allama Muhammad Iqbal on ‘SELF’,” 180.
92 Rida Yosaf and Kiran Bashir Ahmad, “Iqbal’s Dynamic Personality Theory and Humanistic Psychology – A Comparative University Student-
Third, *Khalifah*,93 this stage reached when the self has reached freedom, means that soul not free from all existing legal constraints but its soul has reached an infinite condition. His ability to attributes of God and achieve *khalifah*.94 He said:

“He wakes and sleeps for God alone. He teaches age the melody of youth. To the human race he brings both a glad message and a warning, He comes both as a soldier and as a marshal and prince.” 95

Humans are the most perfect manifestation of God. Humans have divine nature and have the highest value other creatures of God. For this reason, God chose humans as His khalifah. Humans mediate the creation and preservation of nature. Humans are the guardians and causes of the continuity of life on earth. Humans reach the position of perfection through the process of obedience to Allah.

**The Steps and Purpose of Strengthening Spirituality**

Spirituality can build the meaning and practice of religion. Spirituality makes life more balanced. 96 Because spirituality emphasizes efforts to cleanse the heart, maintain the hearts to connect with God and find the meaning of life. With spiritual beliefs, it will maintain harmony and be a solution for facing physical illness, emotional stress, social isolation, and even fear of death.97 Therefore, in psychological studies, spirituality is the core of life that can enhance and deepen the meaning of life. Without the dimension of spirituality, and religious life will become dry and rigid.98

98 Yusuf et al., 43.
Theory of Khudi and Spiritual Development on Iqbal’s Perspective

Khudi has the potential to build the value of spirituality. The development of khudi it aims to finding human existence as insan kamil.99 Insan kamil according to Muhammad Iqbal is a person who closer to God. It means an attitude that absorbs the properties of God is able to reflect on its life.100 The actualization of khudi to insan kamil can be understood through the diagram below:

![Diagram of Actualization of Khudi](image)

**Picture 1.3 The Actualization of Khudi**

Spiritual value making divine values a foothold, humans will be invited to be universal in determining various matters concerning life.101 Because humans have a dimension of awareness of autonomy, personal growth, self-acceptance, while with spirituality humans use their awareness to know themselves.102 So as able to human respects each other, loves each other, forgives each other, and understands each other.

With the value of spirituality the soul will direct perform good actions, will get satisfaction, and inner peace. Conversely, those who are unable to control themselves and are even un-controlled their souls encourage bad actions. Soul that tends to goodness is a soul that can lead to tranquility, getting His pleasure. The healthy soul will get paradise. While the soul that disbelieves will be further away.

---

100 Iqbal, The Secrets of the Self Translation by Reynold A. Nicholson, 6.
A soul that disbelieves in its Lord will tend to do bad deeds because basically one of the soul's characters has a tendency to do evil. That is the form of a sick soul, a dirty soul.\textsuperscript{103}

**Conclusion**

In the modern era, humans have lost self-control. The loss of self-control is due to the loss of the divine dimension and religious teachings from the human soul. This is because humans are unable to control themselves over conditions that attack the body and spirit. Many psychologists fail to overcome the problems that occur because their efforts in revealing the relaity of humanity are only external, not addressing the real problem of human essence.

This paper upholds Muhammad Iqbal with his theory of khudi worthy to answer the psychological problems nowadays. Khudi is the basic concept of Muhammad Iqbal's, khudi as the core of life. Khudi is defined as soul, individual, personality and defined as "spirit". Khudi plays an important role in the improvement of human spirituality, with khudi the attributes of God are able to absorb and be reflected in humans and finally humans can understand the fitrah.

Khudi defined as the soul, In Islam, the soul termed as Nafs. Nafs is referred to as the initial perfection, and as the essence of man. The substance of the nafs is derived from the substance of God. Meaning 'initial perfection' is that humans become perfect when they become acting beings. This because the soul is the first perfection for the natural physique and not for the material physique.

Because nafs as the initial perfection, it is necessary to strengthen nafs in human spirituality. Thus, need for the role of spiritual psychology that discusses the strengthening of human behavior and integrated with spiritual aspects. The model of strengthening the nafs in Islamic psychology can be taken with a psycho-Sufistic approach. Namely, the takhalli stage, the tahalli stage, and the feeling stage (al-mudziqât) or the tajjali stage. In this case, the concept of strengthening the soul based on aspects of

\textsuperscript{103} Arroisi, “Spiritual Healing dalam Tradisi Sufi,” 332.
religiosity to create a human soul that has great potential as a creature of God and to form the quality of faith.

Muhammad Iqbal, he has his own process of strengthening khudā. The strengthening of khudi is based on the creativity of khudi and potential humans. With all its potential humans are able to develop themselves to achieve the highest quality. For this reason, khudi plays an important role in strengthening human individuality to create the attributes of God. According to Muhammad Iqbal, there are several things that can strengthen khudi including: love, faqr, toleration, courage, and action.

When khudi succeeds contributes with God, they are able to reflect these in their lives. The realization of God's attributes in khudi as a reinforcer, and guide for all principles of life behaviours. Strengthening the spirituality of khudi is a mandatory thing to do it aims to form a soul that has spiritual value. Because looking at the current phenomenon, it is necessary to strengthen spirituality in the human soul that loses the essence of itself. To get to the perfection of khudi Iqbal offers three main stages that must be passed including, Obedience to God's law, Self-control, and khalişāf.

Strengthening the value of spirituality in order to direct the soul in good actions and get satisfaction and inner peace. Conversely, those who are unable to control themselves and are even controlled by their lusts, and do not follow His will, then their souls always encourage bad actions. So, soul that tends to goodness is a soul that can lead to tranquility, and getting His pleasure. The healthy soul that will get His paradise. While the soul that disbelieves will be further away from His mercy and His heaven. A soul that disbelieves in its Lord will tend to do bad deeds.
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